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Our Vision.
Toward full and flourishing 
mental health.

Our Mission.
Challenge and influence 
the mental health system 
and show there is a better way.

Our Purpose.
To provide high quality services
that inspire and enable self-led
journeys of discovery and
recovery, improving the mental
health and quality of life for 
people everywhere.

Vision



Values
   We Value.
      Inclusion
        We meet people where they’re 
         at and strive to create a sense of 
     belonging and connection for our     
    members, partners and stakeholders. 

       High Expectations
                       We expect the best: the best               
                        support, the best opportunities 
                           and the best outcomes.

                               Positivity
                               We strive to be authentically  
                               optimistic, instill hope,   
                               encourage and support each   
                                other in everything  we do.

                              Action and accountability
                                We take action to improve   
                                mental health and wellbeing 
                                 communities and take             
                                  personal responsibility to    
                                   get stuff done.

                                  Respectful Relationships      
                                    As partners in each other’s  
                                  journey, we commit to                    
                                 treating each other with 
                             respect and  dignity, enjoying a     
                          culture that is safe and 
                      supportive where everyone has 
                the best chance of flourishing.



Momentum Mental Health is a
community mental wellbeing
organisation based in
Toowoomba, Queensland. 
We provide one-to-one and
group coaching support to
people in the Toowoomba and
Warwick regions who want to
work on their mental health and
wellbeing. 

Momentum Mental Health was
established in 1996 under the
name of Toowoomba
Clubhouse. Over the years, the
service has evolved and is now
leading the way in
contemporary mental health
and wellbeing programs.
Our coaching style uses a
strength-based approach to
help you build capacity,
confidence and get you back in
the driver’s seat of your own
wellbeing and recovery.

About the 
organisation



About the 
organisation

We partner with evidence based programs, which provide members with
access to employment, training, life skills and other supports they may need. 

We have partnered with The Royal Melbourne Hospital to introduce 5 Ways
to Wellbeing in our work and community. 5 Ways to Wellbeing’ explains five
simple and effective ways to improve your psychological and emotional
health. These ways are based on extensive international research. 
A healthy mind is just as important as a healthy body for your overall
wellbeing. Like physical fitness, you can strengthen your psychological health
in lots of small day-to-day ways. This will help you live a happier and a longer
life as well as help you to cope with stress. Our monthly program of activities
is colour coded to align with 5 Ways to Wellbeing  categories. 



Who we serve

Individual & Group Coaching
We provide a range of evidence based preventative and recovery
services that improve the mental health and wellbeing of
individuals, carers and community groups.

Advocacy & Education
We work collaboratively to reduce the incidence of mental illness,
stigma, improve understanding and create opportunities for
people living with mental health challenges.



Chairman's Report

Chris Black
Chairman of 
the Board

2022 has been a year of change for our organisation. Significant change, but also significant achievement. I'm
extremely proud and privileged to represent our organisation and be an ambassador for the way that we deal with
and discuss mental health challenges in our society. 
This opening paragraph has been copied exactly from my 2021 report, and reminds us that change is constant and
the only constant continues to be change. 

2022 continued to be significantly influenced by external variables such as COVID-19. Whilst this physical health
crisis continued to affect the lives and livelihood of people around the world, the mental health crisis that it has
accelerated, will be here with us for much longer. Unfortunately the demand for our services and allied mental
health services in general continues to surge and shows no sign of slowing. We are pleased and humbled to be
trusted with part of peoples’ mental wellbeing journey, as well as that of the wider community. We acknowledge
the traditional mental health system is very much overwhelmed. That’s why we are doing things differently, to
respectfully challenge the traditional system and find better ways to help people. We are proud of our journey
starting as Toowoomba Clubhouse in 1996 to our current point. 

Whilst we are traditionally funded to help to people with a diagnosis, we are honoured to support and care for
those in our community who come with no formal diagnosis. Those who are here to work on their mental health
without fear or favour, without labelling nor stigma. The problem is that traditional funding doesn’t cover these
people, but we want to prove that investment into these people is proactive and overwhelmingly beneficial. 
We will strive to continue our leadership on mental health issues within our community. We are proud of our staff,
led by our CEO Debbie Bailey. Their commitment to our members, as well as broader mental health advocacy is
admirable. 

We greatly value our partnerships and the generous companies and people who believe in us and invest their time
and money into our organisation. Companies such as NRG Services have not only provided funding, but also given
their time and resources to fix and maintain our buildings, and then go above and beyond to cook our monthly
members BBQ’s. CBA in Toowoomba have supported us through community donations. Alpine Refrigeration
through the Heritage Bank Charitable Foundation have believed in our mission and vision and supported us
financially. Aurizon has supported us with two new dishwashers which in turn help member build skills, and make
our commercial kitchen a more comfortable space to cook meals for Toowoomba’s increasing homeless
population through Tony’s Community Kitchen. This shows that EVERYONE at times will need help, but a ‘hand up’
is more valuable than a ‘hand out’.  

            Whilst I am proud, I acknowledge that we have learnt some valuable lessons 
             this year. As Chairman, I concede that change can invoke significant anxiety 
             and uncertainty. I want to reassure our members and  broader stakeholders 
            that we are committed to walk along side them in this journey. I appreciate
           and learn that this change has been challenging  for our members and staff who
           have led this journey. I want to publicly thank my fellow board members who are      
         extremely generous with their time and individually inspiring with their leadership 
         and passion for our bigger purpose. I also want to  thank our members for your          
                     loyalty and trust in our organisation. 

                                       So what’s next? 
                                         The next 12 months is about continuing to innovate and challenge 
                                           the system through community-minded leadership.  We will focus on  
                                            executing our current strategy and  doing things with a bigger and  
                                             more scalable approach as we keep helping others.            
                                            Watch out for more community focused events  and education that
                                            will inspire others to walk with us…



CEO Report
The 2021-22 year has been full of activity, movement and resetting for the organisation as we’ve settled into our
new name and how we want to position ourselves in community mental health.

The year has had a major focus of communicating our name change and the reasons why. Our messages around
our change in the way we practice – we have moved to a coaching framework – has helped build understanding
around the differences in our group and 1:1 services as compared to our former Clubhouse model. These
explanations and our renewed connections have been well received.
The relationship building and connections we’ve focused on in the community over the last 12 months include our
key referral partners ie GP practices, Queensland Health Acute Mental Health Unit and local PHN funded services in
Mental Health and Alcohol and other Drugs (AODs). 

Our regular engagement with these referrers has been fruitful with our membership numbers sitting around 80%
capacity as at 30 June 2022. It is expected that the strong flow of referrals from our key partners will continue and
we will be working on increasing our funding to match the consistently growing demand. 
During the year we have also had the opportunity to contribute to research regarding the efficacy of our State
funded program. We took the opportunity to deliver the findings and results to the Executive Mental Health team
at Darling Downs Health – both the findings and our change in practice and approach were well received.
Our Group Coaching programs have continued to be refined based on member feedback and the coaching
framework. Our Coaches now focus on looking for the “stretch” for all members when accessing these groups.
Members have responded to this focus with consistent take up of our art, creative writing, and wellbeing focused
programs.

Our 1:1 Coaching has grown significantly in the last 12 months with over 50% of our members taking the opportunity
to work with a coach over a series of sessions to conquer or work through their barrier or boulder. Coaches and
Members report that the 1:1 coaching opportunity can really boost a member’s ability to create and practice
change. Some of our member success stories include: Moving out into their own home, decluttering their home,
making friends and establishing a social circle outside of health services, find employment and maintaining it. 

One of the extra projects featured in the year was the ACDC (Assisting Communities through Direct Connection)
Project. The ACDC project was a partnership with Community Mental Health Australia and is one of 24 projects
being delivered across the country. The aim of this project was to door knock 1500 houses in a neighbourhood over
12 weeks, sharing information around mental health and wellbeing services and gathering survey responses to form
part of a national data project on community mental health and wellbeing. 
The findings of this project highlighted the challenges community members have 
in navigating where to access help and also the lack of connection across 
communities and local neighbourhoods. We will use the findings during 2022-23
to try and address some of the issues highlighted in the year. 
Finally, from a staffing perspective, we have had a number of changes in staff 
as we transitioned to our new model under the Momentum Mental Health 
name. Some of our longer term staff moved onto furthering their study or 
new roles, and we welcomed a number of new Wellbeing Coaches who 
were attracted to our coaching style and contemporary approach. 
Every person  in our team - staff, Board Members and Volunteers 
have made a valuable contribution to our transition and helped 
build and position the organisation to where we are today.

I look forward to continuing to work with our team to grow the
service in 2022-23 and find new wellbeing opportunities for 
us to positively impact the broader Darling Downs 
community.

Debbie 
Bailey

CEO



In the past 12 months,
 members have accessed 

our services with 

3509 
attendances, 
and a total of 

10,112 
hours.

 

Group Coaching Sessions: 678 sessions delivered
1 to 1 Coaching Sessions: 1912 sessions held

Member Report

X 
mental health

recovery
journey's

supported

81.8% of
members rate our

programs as
being EXCELLENT

1560
healthy

homemade
meals serviced

from our kitchen

100% of our programs
promote connectedness

35% of our programs promote
physical activity

60% of our programs promote
learning

57% of our programs 
promote awareness

32% of our programs 
promote helping

255
mental health

recovery
journeys

supported



Member Report

Momentum has inspired me 
to use my lived experience to

help others. 
I now have direction. 

I have turned my struggles into
my strength. 

This place has given me
inspiration, purpose and

friendships. 
~ Hannah

Healthy cooking
and social

recreation were
exceptional.  

~ Anon

Before I was a member at 
Momentum I was unstable. I had no

routine. I was routinely hospitalised with
agoraphobia and panic attacks. I had

such a lack of confidence which resulted
in transient employment and many

failed study attempts. I now am getting
back to the old me. I create my own

standards, set my own routines. I am
confident and accountable. 

It feels great. 
~ Jason

 Awesome day
today. I love

coming here to
Momentum

~ Anon

Thank you so much.
Great support 

provided during a
challenging time.

~ Anon
 



Member Report

Customer Thermometer Insights

Excellent
80%

Good
20%

Excellent
74.7%

Good
24%

Needs Work
1.3%

1:1 Session Experience

Staff Interactions

Excellent
84.4%

Good
14.4%

OK
1.3%

Program Activities

Excellent
83.7%

Good
14.1%

OK
1.5%

Overall Feeling

Excellent
75%

Good
19.4%

OK
5.6%

Member Interactions



Highlights



Board of Directors

The Momentum Mental Health Board of Directors is responsible for the
long-term success and sustainability of MMH for the benefit of our

members, now and in the future. This is achieved through impactful
leadership, strategy development, risk management and oversight of

strategic implementation, with intentional and supportive governance.
It is key that the organisational culture remains aligned to our vision,

mission and purpose.
The Board meets monthly and ad hoc as required. Each Director on our

board brings a special set of skills to the table, ranging from financial
expertise, education, governance, human resources, psychology and 

 health backgrounds. 

Chris Black ~ Chairman Dr. Warren Midgley Bianca Rice

Jane Ranger Dr. Clive Williams Don Carlson



Community Mental Health Australia:
The ACDC project offers an innovative, 
proactive outreach approach to linking 
people with services and assessing community needs. 
Rather than waiting for people to present to services and ask for help,
the ACDC project reaches people by knocking on the doors of
householders and offering information about supports and services.
A total of 1865 doors were knocked on by the Momentum Mental
Health People Connectors and 774 people engaged with a People
Connector. In addition, 151 householders responded to a survey
about mental health needs and access to services in their
community.
Here is what they found...

Big Wins & Thank you's

Foundation for Rural Regional Renewal:
This $50K project funded by FRRR generated 
awareness around everyday practices to promote positive mental
health and wellbeing in the Darling Downs. The workshops taught
clear steps on how people can support their colleagues and
customers who are impacted by drought, whilst also maintaining their
own wellbeing. These important steps gave the participants tangible
tools to support members of our community, ideally before they find
themselves needing clinical assistance. Employees from 57 different
businesses in the Darling Downs attended workshops which
addressed building resilience and adopting positive wellbeing
practices in the workplace as well as at home. The three topics
included: 1. Building and maintaining positive personal wellbeing, 2.
Using boundaries to manage stress, and 3. Knowing the signs
someone is struggling and how to have a difficult conversation.



Alpine Refrigeration: Ivan Wall and his team
at Alpine Refrigeration heard about the 
work that Momentum is doing in ill mental
health prevention, and awarded us as their first recipient of the
Alpine Community Fund. 

KP Protection Services: Ari and Amanda Kucuku,
directors of KP Protection chose Momentum as
a charity partner after Ari's own experience with
depression lead him to zero in on his health goals. 
Ari worked towards competing in the International Federation 
 of Body Building QLD State Championship, and raised much
needed funds for Momentum during his 16 week training
journey.

Commonwealth Bank: Momentum were grateful
recipients of $10,000 from the CommBank
Staff Foundation in 2021. These funds have been
dedicated to producing easy read versions of our most
frequently required documents for new members. This offering
makes joining our service even easier for people with low literacy
levels, or who have English as as second language. The
Toowoomba CBA Team have also given some of their volunteer
time to us, spoiling us with a garden tidy blitz session and a
kitchen deep clean. 

Big Wins



Aurizon Community: 156 cooking 
sessions are held in the Momentum 
kitchen each year. Each Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, our members select a recipe, plan and
shop for ingredients, and then make the meal in our commercial
kitchen space. Prepared meals are then packaged and delivered
to Tony's Community Kitchen, feeding the homeless 365 days a
year. The team at Aurizon Community gave us funds to install
two industrial dishwashers in our commercial kitchen, increasing
our capacity to cook upwards of 1000 meals each year. 
Since 2011, Aurizon's Community Giving Fund has supported
over 500 charities and community organisations from across
their areas of operation in the broad areas of Community Safety,
Education, Environment, and Health and Wellbeing.

Toowoomba Chamber of Commerce:
In March Momentum hosted 180+
business people from the Toowoomba
Region at the first Business @ Dusk event for 2022. Providing a
unique walk through experience, meet and greet with our
wellbeing coaches and fabulous food prepared in our own
kitchen by staff and members, guests were afforded a true
glimpse into our service. The Toowoomba Chamber of
Commerce has championed the cause of mental health in the
workplace, and supported Momentum to receive funding from
FRRR for Wellness in the Workplace training for Toowoomba
small businesses. 

Big Wins



The Lighthouse Toowoomba: 
Art therapy  is an evidence based 
treatment approach that integrates
psychotherapeutic techniques with the creative process to
improve wellbeing. Upwards of 120 people have attended and
created works in our Art Therapy sessions at Momentum this
year. An exhibition was just a natural progression, and, with
friends in artistic places, this possibility has become reality.
Emma Mactaggart and her team are committed to creating
social change in our community through art, literacy and
education, and we felt privileged to show our pieces in their
beautiful space "The Write Gallery" in June 2022.

NRG Services: The NRG Services Team
make BBQing look fun each month at 
our Open House event, and even 
better, the meal always tastes great! 
This wonderful organisation is passionate about mental health
for their employees, but also for the wider community, and they
prioritise this by helping out a number of not-for-profits. The
team also ensure that our staff and members are kept warm or
cool depending on the season, and generally powered up with
their super friendly and highly professional service and repair
team maintaining our facility. 

Bunnings: The garden at Momentum is a truly 
beautiful space which is lovingly tended by our staff
and members. Great things can happen in green
spaces when you're working on awareness. 
The Bowly family donated funds to Momentum to construct a
greenhouse in our space in memory of Andrew their son /
brother and nephew who especially enjoyed sharing his
gardening skills with other members in our gardens. Bunnings
Toowoomba West were kind enough to supply a voucher for
plants to fill the greenhouse on its opening day, and we've been
planting and propagating ever since. 

Big Wins



"Our students always give very positive feedback about their time at
Momentum. They really enjoy coming for a visit. It's great that we can
continue out partnership with wonderful community organisations like
yours". UQ Rural Clinical School

Our Partners
Each fortnight  student doctors from the UQ Rural
Clinical School attend our service to connect with
members and immerse themselves in our programs.
The future doctors learn about the mental health
needs of our community through these real world
connections. Members are always happy to share
their personal positive and negative experiences
with the medical system.



Vanguard Laundry : Vanguard Laundry is a social enterprise
commercial laundry service that focusses on providing
employment opportunities for people who have experienced
mental illness and who have struggled to get back into the
workforce. Vanguard Laundry was created by Toowoomba
Clubhouse in 2016. Since then, over 50 members have found
employment through Vanguard.

TASC : TASC is a federally and state-funded not for profit
organisation that provides legal assistance to the vulnerable and
marginalised members of our Toowoomba community. TASC
Advocacy visits MMH each fortnight to provide free advocacy
services to members.

CatholicCare: As the social services agency of the Catholic
Diocese of Toowoomba, CatholicCare provides a range of
services to promote individual, family and community wellbeing.
CatholicCare provides support for Momentum staff via their
employee assistance program. 

Lifeline: Each month Lifeline provides assistance through
sessions delivered at MMH for members in financial difficulty.
The sessions help with addressing financial problems, making
informed choices and building longer term capacity to budget
and manage money.

Centrelink: Each month Centrelink provides assistance through
sessions delivered at MMH for members who need advice on
payments and services, setting up online accounts and claiming.

Our Partners



Need to be over 16 years
Need to want to work on 

Need to be prepared to 

Need to be able to use the 

At Momentum Mental Health, we work 
with each person to discover what they 
want to achieve.

Our service has no charge and  there is 
no diagnosis required. 
We don’t work with "Jack who  has bi-polar", 
we work with "Jack who wants to build 
his social skills!"

There are four basic criteria for 
someone to access our service:

                    your mental health and 
                    wellbeing

                    work toward a wellbeing 
                    goal and to work with a 
                    coach on this goal

                    programs the way they 
                    are intended

Access is open to anyone who 
meets our four basic criteria – 
if they do and they don’t meet 
the government funding program 
criteria, we use our donations and philanthropic funds to provide support.

Becoming a 
member - never easier



Toowoomba
112 Russell Street, 
Toowoomba 
Monday to Thursday 
9:00am - 4:30pm
Friday 9:00am - 4:00pm

Warwick
Warwick Baptist Church Hall
Cnr Guy and Percy Streets
Warwick
Friday 10:30am - 2:30pm

Phone
07 4632 4688

Parking
Limited parking is available at the rear of
our premisses with access via Baty Lane.
However, there is a council carpark on
the corner of Russell and Clifford 
Streets and plenty of paid parking 
spaces in the streets around 
Momentum. 
We are also just a 5 minute walk
from the Grand Central Shopping 
Centre bus stop.

Contact Us



2022 was a year of vigilance as we continued to navigate cautiously through Covid. The board and management
were extremely focused on prudent management, looking after our people and members and ensuring that we
remained compliant and healthy through the midst of the health crisis. In addition, the funding we gratefully
receive from our Health partners fell slightly, along with NDIS revenue as members stayed home following the
advice of our Government and health directives. This meant that it was a challenge to engage new programs and
tenders and as a result, our total revenue fell 9.9% (not including the one off Government stimulus measures from
2021).

To manage this drop in revenue, the team managed expenses tighter saving $138,405. The drop in expenses is also
the result of building on the prior years’ investment in branding, processes, staff structures, service delivery and
coaching methodology which will allow us to ‘scale up’ in a repeatable way for future projects and grant funding as
they arrive. The year has also seen a significant investment and shift towards community leadership within the
mental health space. I am proud of the advocacy and goodwill built within the community which will not be shown
in these figures, but is felt and will return significantly into the future as we continue with our mission. 

In saying that, we have made a loss of $64,932 this year. We are mindful and focused on creating a sustainable
‘profit for purpose’ business model and will focus on turning this around in the medium to long term. The positive
takeaway is our cash position and liquidity remains strong with significant current assets and sound current ratio. 

The next years we will continue to position ourselves as an innovative partner who is willing to get their ‘hands dirty’
within our community, build on our services to our members and the broader community and always prioritise a
long term view to decision making. For 2023, we have forecast another net loss, however plan to address this
through a number of strategies, including corporate partnerships, sponsorships, engaging with research partners,
as well as focusing on creating new value to our health partners including the PHN. Solving the mental health crisis
is not a sprint, rather a marathon, and we feel well placed to continue to challenge the system with the resources
we continue to build. 2022 has also been significant as we brought on the expertise and wisdom of Jane Ranger as
a board member who is the CFO of the Darling Downs Health. Her skills will be utilised as we continue our journey. 

I am pleased to present to you the 2022 financials for Momentum Mental Health and encourage you to read the
detail attached and engage us into the future. 

Financial Summary

Increasing philanthropic funding to deliver new whole
of community focussed wellbeing programs.
Welcoming people to access service without
government funding to support.

BIGGEST CHALLENGES IN 2022/2023

$511,583
EQUITY

9.9%
DECREASE

ON 2021
REVENUE

BUDGET BREAKDOWN IN 2021/2022

$138,405
DECREASE

ON 2021
EXPENSES










































